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From Baby Wise to Teen Wise.. Mommy, Daddy and baby are happier when third , routine. Each
and every time I try to pay attention to it I find my mind wandering and I'm taking in maybe
10% of the information that he's saying. I'd appreciate a situation the represented a family with
a working mother. So, I decided to buy the additional books by this writer. Potty Wise is
assisting me potty train my 3 year aged that regressed whenever we brought our baby home
from the hospital and Baby Smart II and PreToddler Wise are helping me not only with my
growing baby but also with some things I missed across the trip with my 3 yr old. They are
great books for simple guidelines and applicable principals Has a lot of the same material as
the Toddlerwise book Liked the book, I believe my daughter is quite advanced and was
previous some most of the milestones discussed in the book. It could have already been more
helpful if I read it when she was maybe 10-11 months instead of at 14 months. I love how they
present an overall picture when it comes to raising kids. Awesome Book! I would recommend the
first and second babywise books for the foundational details no matter what age your son or
daughter is when you start. It certainly helped when me when I didn't know how to approach
particular scenarios with my toddler like tantrums, sippy cup/naptime transitions, etc... As well
bad too many people don't understand the .. I would recommend this book. Next I'm going to
get the Potty Training one!. Didn't even realize how chaotic my thinking was until I browse this
lucid, sensible book. I definitely used it's recommendations and continue the energy struggle
with my kid. I'm glad someone provides figured it out because I was having a lot of problems
with my pre-toddler.. Common sense approach to babies This series will save the life span of
any parent. Reinforced lots of lessons I've picked up along the way, however added logic to
just how I think about things.. Pushed apart some misunderstandings I've accumulated over time
about how to discipline.this is actually the common sense book for you personally! Love this
series I cannot recommend these books highly enough. This is an excellent program for raising
your son or daughter. We went from problems and counseling to compliments and pleasure. I
must say i enjoyed this book! You will have a LOT you will not need (breast feeding details
and the like) for older kids, nevertheless, you want that base. From then on, grab the book best
for your son or daughter's age. Most excellent. It's a straightforward read and really worth your
money! I would suggest this book for those who are looking for answers and suggestions on
how to start parenting. The only real con is certainly that it seemed too short, but I guess it
makes it even more doable to read it with a pretoddler inside your home! Most excellent.
Perfect in shape for parenting ages 12-18 Very clear and well organized presentation of the
problems which come up in parenting this generation.. Too bad way too many people don't
understand the essential need for context in like this. In case you are wondering ways to get
the infant on a sleep schedule, when may be the right time to expose different foods, just how
much sleep if the baby be obtaining along with many other questions.. VERY USEFUL for a 1st
Period Parent.Short read, as well. Definitely suggested on kindle. Too brief to be worthy of the
wait. I don't recommend the audible edition - not sure if the paperback duplicate would be
any better because like I stated, I don't feel just like I've really used the information. The
problem is that the voice narrating the reserve is indeed ROBOTIC that I can't concentrate on
what the writer is saying.a great collection We began with the infant Wise reserve
recommended by our pediatrician because our 8 month old was not sleeping during the night.
Robotic Voice I loved the original Babywise book (that I listened to on Audible) thus had high
hopes that one would be ideal for parenting my right now 15-month old. Definitely
recommended to all parents! Great reserve with great advice. Love Baby Wise! These books
are filled up with great information! It has a lot of the same material as the next reserve in the



series (but I think the Toddlerwise one is much better). Highly suggest for almost all parents of
pretoddlers! This book has wonderful insight to the pretoddler stages for babies. Great
publication with great advice. Great instructional book for pretoddlers I would recommend
reading this reserve well before your child turns one. I waited until around my daughters first
birthday but there are a great number of things that were talked about in the book which
were only briefly discussed in BabyWise 2 and I possibly could have saved myself lots of
guesswork easily had read this a few months ago! However the principles and tips talked
about in this book are really worthwhile. Great tips This book, alongside Baby Wise have been
so ideal for us. The main point we got out of the one is the recommend on sleeping...which has
dramatically changed our sons timetable for good!. Absurd representation of gender roles Why
is this book thus sexist! We'd great success using the details from the book and our child is now
sleeping 10-12 hours without nursing or waking us up. In addition, it unfairly pegs fathers as
inattentive and uninvolved. The ideas are great, but their types of family lifestyle and the roles
of moms versus fathers can be absurd!
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